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THE TWO AUDIENCES OF THIS BOOK
As there is ONLY ONE LAW APPLYING TO ALL alike (Death is no respecter of
persons, skin, or gender, neither is God), this book is written and explained in the
demonstration of the revealed power, to be understood and applied by ANYONE. It
is written in a way, that ANYONE, even and especially unbelievers can understand
and act upon, profit from it, because they DO NEED it most.
It will, however, profit believers even greater, as it equipps them with what
EVERYONE needs to change the situation on this planet once again much faster.
And, frankly, most of the knowledge revealed in this book IS NOT truly understood /
known by most «believers», but, at present, reserved to an exceedingly small elite
only, which explains some of today’s misery.
This book intends to change the later state of affairs for good. For not he is
«justified», who says so, but HE, who demonstrates this in/by HIS and HER daily
actions!
* «HAL» is the year of the great jubilee, the «50th», where everything is returned to its original and designated owner
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The aim
(V-VII)
 Sustainability
The visibility
(III-IV)
 Accountability
The gift
(II)
 Enablement
The root

(I)

 Base
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THE GREAT HALLELUJAH explained *
I

The root  Base

God is not a man that he should lie, neither the Son of man, that he should
repent. Has HE said, shall HE not do it? Has HE promissed, shall HE not
bring it to pass?

II

The gift  Enablement

For God has not given us a Spirit of Fear, but of Power (A), of Love (B) and
of a Sound Mind (C) (for without A and B you can never achieve / get a hold of C!)
Fear not little flock, for it is your Father’s big pleasure to give you the
kingdom.
For the kingdom of God is not food or drink, but
(HIS) RIGHTEOUSNESS, (HIS) PEACE and (HIS) JOY in (HIS) Holy Ghost
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THE GREAT HALLELUJAH explained *
(III-IV) the visibility  Accountability
III

Claim of Ownership  The Power Gifts

God, by HIS wisdom HE founded the earth
by HIS understanding HE established the heavens (and all that is in it)
by HIS knowledge, the deeps broke open, and heaven dropped down the dew.
«Heaven and earth shall pass away, but my word SHALL NOT pass away»
Sound investment aspect:
«Because there was no man yet to till the ground…», a tripple NEED was addressed:

=> Mankind was created
 was done!
The problem: «HIS people get destroyed for lack of HIS knowledge» => blindness
=> Christ, the wisdom of God and the power of God
=> the great commandment came into play, Point IV

 was sent/revealed!
 was given!

BECAUSE NO-ONE with a sound mind invests when the wrong will profit!
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THE GREAT HALLELUJAH explained *
(III-IV) the visibility  Accountability ctd.
IV THE GREAT COMMANDMENT
The invitation to the marriage supper of the lamb, that reads: (HIS)
RIGHTEOUSNESS and (HIS) PEACE and (HIS) JOY in (HIS) Holy Ghost
«All authority in heaven and earth has been given to me: THEREFORE go
YOU out and make deciples and teach them everything I have tought YOU.»

Power Backup through unity:
«And lo I AM with YOU ALWAYS till the end of time…», unity, thus a NEED:
=> «For apart from me you can do NOTHING»
=> «My glory I give to NO OTHER»
=> «No man can receive anything
unless it is given to HIM from above (from HIM)»

 proclaimed!
 proclaimed!

 explained!
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THE GREAT HALLELUJAH explained *
(V-VII) the aim  Sustainability
V

What will last  Instruction about the substance involved

«There are three things that last, Faith, Hope and (HIS) Love, but (HIS) Love is the
greatest» AND «(HIS) Love is gentle, (HIS) Love is kind, (HIS) Love does no evil,
(HIS) Love does not boast»
The solution: «(HIS) Love is the fullfillment of (HIS) Law»,
because it applies to ALL AND EVERYBODY exactly the same without exception!

VI

Sound Advice  Instruction about where to look

«For the kingdom of God IS WITHIN YOU»

VII Place of rest
«NISHLAM!» => It is finished!
=> And God rested from ALL HIS works (and so should we => Sabbath rest)

* «HAL» is the year of the great jubilee, the «50th», where everything is returned to its original and designated owner
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THE ENABLEMENT explained *
«There is no fear in (God’s Love), but perfect Love casts out all fear. For he who
feareth is not yet made perfect in Love, for fear has to do with PUNISHMENT»



Righteousness


DAY  The righteousness of God
 Kingdom of God within YOU
 Spiritual Eyes open to see
 Christ, the wisdom of God and the
power of God to salvation for
EVERYONE who trusts

SOUND mind

NIGHT  The righteousness of others
 Kingdom of Darkness within YOU
 Spiritual Eyes closed, i.e. being blind
 Christ, the foolishness of God …
=> is GREATER than the wisdom of men!
demonstrated by countless examples
The separation of joints and narrows, the dividing of spirit and soul manifests God’s judgment:
=> Grace, Mercy, Truth, Hope, Love
„Righteousness“
…and Peace and Joy in the Holy Ghost



„Unrighteousness“
- Divine garbage combustion:
- Lake of Fire, 2nd death => Terror

* «HAL» is the year of the great jubilee, the «50th», where everything is returned to its original and designated owner
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THE POWER GIFTS revealed *
I

Authority
«And they were greatly amazed for HE (Jesus) taught them as one
having great authority, not as the scribes»

II

Discernment
«And I did not come to you in words of earthly wisdom but in
demonstration of the power of God, that your faith shall not
be in earthly wisdom, but in the strength and power of God.»

=> Christ, the wisdom of God and the power of God to EVERYONE
who believes.
«And if I come, I will see not their words, but their POWER!»

* «HAL» is the year of the great jubilee, the «50th», where everything is returned to its original and designated owner
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THE POWER GIFTS revealed ctd. *
III

Equipment
«for a man (or woman) can receive NOTHING unless it IS GIVEN
to HIM/HER from above» => (see Enablement I&II)

IV

Prerequisite
«In this is (HIS) love (manifested), not that we loved God, but that HE
loved us, and sent his own begotten Son to be the propretiation for
our sins (wrongs).»

V

Purpose
«I have set YOU to bear fruit that WILL LAST, so that, whatever you
ask the Father in my name, HE shall give it unto YOU.»

* «HAL» is the year of the great jubilee, the «50th», where everything is returned to its original and designated owner
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THE POWER GIFTS revealed ctd. II *
VI

Sustainability
«for heaven and earth shall pass away, but my word shall NOT pass
away.»

VII Confirmation
«In this is (HIS) love (manifested), not that we loved God, but that HE
loved us, and sent his own begotten Son to be the propretiation for
our sins (wrongs).»
=> a) Which GOD confirmed by raising him from the dead, seating him with
him on the throne, far above all powers and principalities (as HIS gift) as
- Lamb of God
- Lord of Lords
as an eternal heritage
- King of Kings
- who holds the keys of death and hades as the new bright morning star
* «HAL» is the year of the great jubilee, the «50th», where everything is returned to its original and designated owner
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THE POWER GIFTS revealed ctd. III *
VII Confirmation ctd.
=> b) Which GOD confirmed by pooring out of the Spirit of God
on Pentecost, (as HIS gift)
=> c) Which God confirmed since to EVERYONE who dares to accept that fact
TODAY, unchanged since the start of Pentecost for two millenia and on.
As a revelation, i.e. a making visible of this spiritual fact, any day, any time to
anyone who wants to accept and receive that.
 Which accounts for YOUR personal accountability, YOUR personal decision TODAY and forever.
 So TODAY, if YOU hear the Spirit, do not harden YOUR heart as in the days of…, where I swore in

my wrath that they SHALL NOT enter my rest.
 TODAY, this word is fullfilled in front of YOUR eyes
 Behold, HE stands before YOU and knocks on YOUR door. Whosoever opens the door and lets him
enter …

«For I have not come to judge the world, but to save it. FOR THE WORD I have
spoken unto YOU will judge YOU (by YOUR thereupon following actions) on the last
day.»
* «HAL» is the year of the great jubilee, the «50th», where everything is returned to its original and designated owner
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THE OUTSKIRTS explained
A)
B)

The preaching, i.e. the proclamation is for free
The RESULT is not
(but with an eternal outcome in both cases (acceptance or denial))

It costs YOU all that you thought YOU have or own, i.e.:
o
o
o

YOUR time
YOUR considerations and efforts
YOUR decisions and their inherently involved consequences
=> the value of YOUR blood, the true currency that remains eternally;
i.e. how and what YOU invest the rest of YOUR time, power,
money and lifelyhood in.
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THE OUTSKIRTS explained ctd.
C)

God has provided HIS part, by HIS sacrificial lamb for us, that is the
lamb of God, that took away the sins of mankind
(remember: Sin is an old-fashionned word, just read wrong/mistake)

HE paid with his dearest possession, HIS HEIR, by staging HIS own
Son’s death on calvary some two thousand years ago, paying with HIS own
water and blood.
D)

The offered gift is YOUR’s (and mine), for free, for ANYONE’s asking.
=> the consequences are born by ANYONE, no matter what decision YOU or I choose

E)

TODAY, I have clearly and visibly set before YOU:
a) the blessing and the curse
b) the main issue of life and death => I counsel YOU today: CHOOSE LIFE!

«For it is the Spirit who giveth life, the flesh is useless.» => Get hold of the Spirit!
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FOR MORE DETAILS
Get the book, read, study, check, test and apply it to your own life and thereby
personally experience the difference.
Available on: https://andreaslang.ch
And YOU do NOT need to be a priest, believer or saint to experience and validate
the substance in Your own personal life and circumstances.
And once it did proof to work in YOUR life, it would be nice not to forgett to share
that knowledge with others in need. This is one of the rare occasions, where
sharing it makes your life richer!
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